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South Pacific expert and veteran travel writer David Stanley knows the best way to experience Fiji,

from making the most of one of the world&#39;s premiere diving spots to getting away from it all in

lesser-known villages. David provides great trip ideas for a variety of travelers, such as Best of Fiji,

Island-Hopper Special, and The Life Aquatic. Packed with information on swimming the reefs, taking

day-long boat cruises, and sampling Fijian specialties, Moon Fiji gives travelers the tools they need

to create a more personal and memorable experience.
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Stanley does not simply list the properties in alphabetical order and expect the reader to determine

what's best. Based on personal visits and feedback from visitors, he will offer you an opinion and

the straight facts. --Rob Kay of FijiGuide.com"There is an enthusiasm about the places described

that is infectious, and coupled with a lot of generally-well-researched information, it makes for a

handbook that is both interesting and quite packed with information of various sorts." -Â Dr.

Roderick Ewins, JustPacific.com"My favorite feature is the Where to Go and 10-Day Best of Fiji

chapters. It gives me somewhere to start." -Â Tami Brady, TCM Reviews

David Stanley has spent much of the past three decades on the road. He has crossed six continents

overland and visited 184 of the 193 United Nations member countries. His travel guidebooks to the

South Pacific, Micronesia, Alaska, Eastern Europe, and Cuba opened those areas to budget

travellers for the first time.



This book is a must-read for anyone traveling to Fiji. I find the Moon guides a little more inclusive

and not just catering to the budget or backpack crowd.After using this guide to find restaurants and

places of interest, I can say that it saved me days of research. Instead, I just choose from the book

and found the descriptions to be bang-on.I would suggest reading it fully before you plan your trip so

that you know what areas you want to visit. Then, of course, pack it in your carry-on and keep it with

you at all times.Highly recommend!Diana Young- World Traveler - currently sailing in the South

Pacific for six months and #1  Best-selling author of Financial Fitness for Beginners.

Excellent book on Fuji we first heard about in a podcast with the author and Rick Steeves. Gives

great overviews with day trips and the like and then goes into great detail, my prefers layout for any

book like this.

A little out of date, but better than other sources.

Good information. Going to be very helpful.

Loved this book for ou recent trip to Fiji that was action packed. My relatives who live there found it

so informative that we left it in fiji with them.

Guide like book.

This travel guide is a nice combination of maps, historical/cultural background, and logistical hotel /

restaurant / activities suggestions. I'd recommend it.

Very helpful and descriptive...
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